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ABSTRACT
Assessment of prospect risk is a vital exploration activity, but technical literature on the subject shows few
advances in methodologies in the last 20 years. Origin
Energy has found that published procedures are not always
adequate. Three perceived shortcomings are examined
and techniques are proposed to overcome them.
• Cases where prospect risk is dependent on reserve size.
Traditional methodologies assume the two are independent. This assumption is clearly inappropriate for, say,
a prospect for which the success case value is based on
the mapped closure, but which has suspect seal capacity
that may limit the column height to something less than
full-to-spill. A way forward is to build a variable risk
array for a range of column heights and calculate the
incremental risked NPV for each layer. The expected
monetary value (EMV) is computed for a range of column heights based on the NPV of cumulative risked
reserves;
• Cases where the estimation of chance of success (COS)
based on traditional geological information needs to be
combined with direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHIs)
from seismic data. DHIs are not infallible indicators,
however, and cannot be used to set the COS for elements
such as charge to say 100%. Bayes’ Theorem can be used
to combine the two sets of uncertain information.
• Cases where prospects are risked on very limited data.
Traditional risking does not adequately incorporate the
level of knowledge on which risk assessments are made.
Inadequacies are identified in existing methodologies,
but no simple and satisfactory solutions can be identified. We do suggest a way forward, however, for a related
problem—testing the sensitivity of the EMV calculation
for an exploration prospect for uncertainties in COS.
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INTRODUCTION
A critical stage in the exploration cycle is to decide
whether a prospect is worth drilling. A positive expected
monetary value (EMV) is widely used as a necessary
(but not always sufficient) condition for drilling. In the

last 20 years, explorationists have routinely estimated
the chance of success (COS) of a prospect based on geotechnical knowledge and combined it with the net present
value (NPV) of a discovery based on project economics to
calculate the EMV:
EMV = value of success x chance of success – cost of
failure x chance of failure
This simplifies to:
EMV = NPV x COS – dry hole cost x (1-COS)
This paper follows the common usage of expressing
COS as a percentage rather than decimal fraction. COS
(= 1 – risk) is used for numeric expression and risk in a
general sense.
While major exploration companies have developed
their own techniques for prospect risk assessment,
medium and small companies have relied on published
articles and industry training courses. Origin Energy
has encountered shortcomings in the publicly available
material and has developed some improved techniques.
The aim of this publication is to share these techniques
in particular with small-to-medium companies that may
wish to upgrade their prospect assessment methodologies
accordingly.

CONVENTIONAL RISK ASSESSMENT
Conventional risk assessment refers here to the methods
of Rose (1992), White (1993), Otis and Schneidermann
(1997), Johns et al (1998) and Watson (1998). The most
comprehensive and detailed account is found in Rose
(2001).
In these papers, the COS is obtained by multiplying
together the COS for each of the independent categories
of risk (closure, reservoir seal, source etc) which could
cause a prospect to fail. The NPV of the prospect is based
on the petroleum volumetrics obtained by multiplying together the various reservoir parameters (gross rock volume, net/gross, porosity etc). A Monte Carlo simulation
is usually employed with probability distributions given
to each parameter.
The EMV calculation may be based on a single value
(the NPV of the mean of the reserves) or in more important
decisions there may be an NPV calculation for three cases
(say P10%, P50% and P90% reserve volumes).
This simple technique is adequate for small prospects,
but may fail for large prospects—for example high relief
traps with seal capacity less than structural relief. The
conventional technique assumes that a prospect’s risks
and reserves are independent and this will generate
misleadingly optimistic values for the prospect if they
are in fact dependent. This problem is compounded by
the common advice to assess the risk on the basis that
the prospect will contain at least a minimal amount of
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reserves. A more detailed discussion of this issue is given
by Lowry (in press).

Mixed models
A common error of explorationists is to mix models
when risking a complex prospect—for example a prospect
that has a small dip closure that is part of a larger fault
closure with a significant risk of fault seal failure. One
possibility is to combine the high COS of the dip closure
with the NPV of the large fault closure, but this will give
a grossly inflated EMV. Alternatively combining the low
COS of the fault closure with the NPV of the fault closure
will slightly underestimate the EMV because the dip closed
volume has been given too high a risk.
Where there is a simple dual model such as described
above, a decision tree can used, but a more general method is
proposed here—a variable risk array with EMV being based
on the cumulative value of incremental risked NPVs.

Variable risk array
A variable risk array is Origin Energy’s term for a spread
sheet in which the volumetrics and the risk elements are
tabulated as a function of depth and column height. The
reserves and the risks are evaluated at each level. This
concept was proposed at the AAPG 2002 Hedberg Conference on seals (Lowry, in press) and used by Mildren et al
(2004). It is best illustrated by working through an example.
The Maui Field in the Taranaki Basin is selected because
there is adequate published information and because it
has sufficiently high relief to bring seal issues into play.
With some gross simplifications we have treated it as a
prospect that is being considered for drilling.
The discovery well was drilled in 1969 (Abbott, 1990a)
and encountered stacked reservoirs. For the sake of simplicity, Maui is discussed here in terms of a single Kapuni
Group objective. Many of the reserve parameters are approximate numbers that could have been based on the
knowledge of the previously discovered Kapuni Field.
However, the risking parameters are based on modern
knowledge and involve technologies that are now available
for assessing modern drilling prospects. In estimating risk
parameters in this paper, the aim was not to provide the
best estimates for Maui, but simply to generate an array
of plausible numbers that illustrate the construction of
a variable risk array.

VOLUMETRICS
Maui is a faulted anticline with the Palaeocene–Eocene
Kapuni Group as an objective. The structure has a crest
at about –2,669 m and a lowest closing contour (LCC) at
about –3,000 m. The closure covers an area of 570 km2
(Fig. 1), and has a gross rock volume (GRV) of 89,000
m3106 (Table 1).
The following reservoir parameters are used.
• Gross rock volume (Table 1).The thickness of the Kapuni
Group can be assumed to exceed closure height.
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Figure 1. Maui Structure, generalised from Abbott (1990a); Stone
et al (2002).
Table 1. Gross rock volume and reserves for Maui model.
Depth

Col ht

GRV

(m ss)

(m)

m3106

P50%

Reserves TCF
90%

P10%

2,669
2,675
2,700
2,725
2,750
2,775
2,800
2,825
2,850
2,875
2,900
2,925
2,950
2,975
3,000
3,025

0
6
31
56
81
106
131
156
181
206
231
256
281
306
331
356

0
3
235
1277
3100
6101
10924
17048
24088
32061
41111
51384
62802
75330
88954
104000

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.15
0.37
0.73
1.30
2.03
2.88
3.83
4.91
6.14
7.51
9.01
10.64
12.44

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.12
0.29
0.58
1.04
1.63
2.31
3.07
3.94
4.92
6.02
7.22
8.52
9.97

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.18
0.45
0.89
1.60
2.50
3.54
4.71
6.05
7.56
9.24
11.08
13.09
15.30
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• Porosity: triangular distribution 15% (Minimum); 18%
(Most Likely); 20% (Maximum). Gas reservoirs in the
Kapuni Field 65 km to the east averaged 15% porosity
(Abbott 1990b) but the Kapuni Group is more deeply
buried there, and better porosity could be expected at
Maui.
• Net/Gross: triangular distribution 15% (Min.); 20%
(M.L.); 25% (Max.). At Kapuni Field the Kapuni Group
consisted mainly of upper coastal plain alluvial sands,
coals and overbank shales, with 154 m of net producing sand over a gross producing interval of 914 m (N/G
16.8%). Seismic reflection character suggests that the
coaly deposits pass to marine shale northwest of Maui
(Bryant et al 1994), and a higher Net/Gross possibly
involving shore face sands is likely.
• Sw: triangular distribution 30% (Min.); 40% (M.L); 50%
Max.).
• 1/Bg: triangular distribution 250 (Min.); 275 (M.L.);
300 (Max.) Reservoirs in the Kapuni Field are mildly
overpressured (pressure gradient 0.526 psi/ft) and Maui
could be similarly overpressured.
• Inerts: Kapuni field has high CO2 content (46%). This
could be due to local volcanic activity at Mt Taranaki.
Maui is 70 km from Mt Taranaki and is assumed to have
low inerts (rectangular distribution 5%–10%) with the
possibility of very high inerts commercially destroying
the prospect treated as a risk (COS 75%).
• Recovery factor: triangular 50% (Min.); 65% (M.L.);
80% (Max.). Reservoir quality and drive mechanism
are uncertain.
The presumed source rocks are the coals of the Kapuni
Group (Tertiary) and Pakawau Group (Late Cretaceous) and
are assumed to be a gas source.The potential for condensate
and oil is ignored here for the sake of simplicity.
If these values are processed in a Monte Carlo program
they indicate a mean 124 BCF per 1,000 m3106 of GRV. The
relation of GRV to column height is listed in Table 1, and
a plot of reserves in relation to column height is shown
in Figure 2. Note that the mapped lowest closing contour
(LCC) is at 3,000 m, but the curve has been extrapolated
another 25 m to represent the probability (P10) that the
closure is larger than that mapped.

Figure 2. Reserves (TCF) shown in relation to column height (m)
and contour depths (m subsea). The three curves (P90%; P50%; P10%)
are the reserve estimates based on the probability distributions of
reservoir parameters discussed in the text.
A key issue is how to assess risks when some risk elements are independent of closure size and others are
dependent. For convenience risk elements are divided
here into invariant risks and variable risks.

INVARIANT RISKS
These are risks that are independent of reserve size or
column height. They are principally reservoir, source and
charge. Table 2 shows the proposed values.
Structural risk is treated here both as an invariant risk
(Table 2), and as a variable risk (as discussed later).
Cross fault seal risk is difficult to assess here in the
absence of appropriate fault plane maps and the risk is
set at an arbitrary constant 90%. In a real prospect, the
Table 2. Estimation of invariant risks.
Invariant risks

RISKING
Several simple risking systems have been described—
Rose (1992) for example favoured multiplying together the
COS for reservoir rock, hydrocarbon charge and closure
to obtain a chance of geological success. Others have favoured using four risk categories—for example Otis and
Schneidermann (1997) recommended source, reservoir,
trap, and dynamics (=timing).These are headings and many
more risk elements need to be considered when risking
a prospect. There are as many risk elements as there are
ways that prospects have failed. Origin Energy has found
it useful to develop a spreadsheet with five categories
(closure, reservoir, source, charge and seal), with each of
these headings having three or four components giving a
total of 19 independent elements.

Structure
Reservoir
Sequence present
Modelled facies present
Modelled quality present
No significant waste zone
Charge and preservation
Drainage conduits adequate
Preservation (C02)
Source
Quality, richness
Thickness
Maturity
Seal
Cross fault seal
Total Invariant COS

COS elements

COS category
90%
44%

95%
70%
70%
95%
60%
80%
75%
72%
100%
90%
80%
90%
90%
15.47%
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analysis of juxtaposition (Allan, 1989; Knipe 1997) and
calculation of shale gouge ratio could be applied; then
perhaps the risk would become a variable risk.

VARIABLE RISKS
Top seal (capillary)
Three mercury injection capillary pressure measurements have been made on the top seal in Maui–6. Darby
(2002) estimated that the three samples were capable of
holding gas columns of 150, 380 and 550 m. These values
suggest that the prospect will have a low risk of capillary
seal failure with say a 100 m column, and that there is
a significant risk that it will not be full to spill (331 m).
There are no well established methods for quantitatively
estimating the risk of capillary seal failure for a prospect
as a function of column height. Downey (1984) favoured
using the sample with the lowest seal capacity to characterise the top seal. On this basis the COS of top seal is
distributed as shown in Table 3.
Note that the basis for allocating these risks is very
speculative and that other explorationists might choose
different values. The aim of this example, however, is not
necessarily to find the best capillary seal risk estimates,
but to propose some values that will progress the discussion of how to assess the EMV of a prospect with risks
varying with column height.

• Another approach is the FAST program that computes the
amount of excess pore pressure needed to re-activate a
fault, given estimates of the stress tensor, fault geometry
and mechanical properties of the rocks involved (Mildren
et al, 2002). The re-activation could be triggered by the
pore pressure of the gas column and it might cease once
some of the gas column had bled off. On this basis the
COS of the fault sealing could vary from fair for a short
gas column to very low for a full-to-spill column.
• Another approach might be to suggest that it is a dynamic
problem, with the fault leakage driven by the pressure
of the gas column, but the rate of leakage restrained by
Darcy flow through low permeability fault rocks. This
can be complicated by possible recharge in the late
Quaternary. A dynamic model would be difficult to risk
because of lack of knowledge, but again the COS for
retaining a short column, could be fair and for retaining
a full column, low.
Whatever mechanism(s) may be involved, some variable
risk must be attributed to up-fault seal risk (Table 4).

Timing

Maui involves dip closure down to about 2,750 m, fault
seal on the Pungawerewere Fault down to about 2,775 m,
and fault seal on the Cape Egmont Fault below that. The
reverse Whitiki Fault on the west shows no obvious reactivation in the later Tertiary. Several extensional faults
were omitted from the generalised map, and they are also
omitted from the risking. The Pungawerewere Fault and
the large Cape Egmont Fault extend virtually to the sea
bed and have been active in the late Quaternary (Funnell
et al, 2004). The Taranaki Basin has an extensional stress
regime, and the Cape Egmont Fault has an orientation that
makes it particularly vulnerable to re-activation. McAlpine
(2000) notes that a prominent gas chimney can be seen
on seismic sections. There are several ways to interpret
this information.
• One is that, in general, a fault on the move generates a
permeable fracture network that will leak off the entire
gas column (Jones and Hillis, 2003), and on this basis
the COS of avoiding up-fault leakage is independent
of column height and is extremely low.

The timing of hydrocarbon charge timing in relation
to structural development is complex. On present structural maps, five separate kitchens may have contributed
hydrocarbons to the Maui structure (Funnell et al 2004).
Three structural phases are recognised:
• Initial development of Maui structure occurred in the
Late Miocene (7.5–5.5 Ma) as a compressional inversion
structure with a high angle fault on the west. Prior to
this, a large volume of hydrocarbons had been generated
in the early Tertiary and could not have been trapped
at Maui.
• In the Late Miocene–Early Pliocene (5.5–3.7 Ma) there
was uplift and erosion. At this time the Maui closure was
larger and extended farther west (Matthews, 2002).
• In the Pliocene to Recent (3.7–0 Ma) tilting moved the
crest to the east, and the structure was enhanced by
extensional faulting on the Cape Egmont Fault. Funnell
et al (2004) refer to 2,300 m displacement since the late
Miocene, including 85 m since 0.225 Ma.
Maui is surrounded by potential kitchens, and Funnell
et al (2004) calculated that for the time interval 2.0–0 Ma,
4.2 TCF was expelled from the Pihama kitchen 40 km to
the east, and smaller quantities from the other kitchens.
Thus it seems that the relative timing of closure and
charge is inadequately understood in detail, and that there
is some risk that charge may have dwindled prior to full
structural development. To progress the example we suggest the risk profile shown in Table 5.

Table 3. Top seal risk as a function of column height.

Table 4. Fault leakage risk as a function of column height.

Fault leakage risk

Column height (m)

Depth (m ss)

0 – 106
106 – 206
206 – 331
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2,669 – 2,775
2,775 – 2,875
2,875 – 3,000

COS (%)
100
100 – 50
50 – 30

Column height (m)

Depth (m ss)

COS (%)

0 – 81
81 – 106
106 – 231
231 – 331

2,669 – 2750
2,750 – 2775
2,775 – 2900
2,900 – 3000

100
100 – 90
90 – 60
60 – 40
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Structural risk
The reserve distribution estimate is usually based on
uncertainty of the gross rock (or reservoir) volume based
on the prospect map, combined in a Monte Carlo simulation with uncertainties in reservoir parameters. The conventional approach to prospect evaluation stresses that
the reserve estimate is conceptually different to estimating the COS. An alternative approach is proposed here.
The probability distribution for GRV can be plotted as a
cumulative curve that estimates the probability that the
GRV will be at least that great. This is equivalent to the
probability that the trap will close down to a particular
structural contour. It can be conveniently incorporated
into the variable risk array where all other COSs for being
filled down to a particular level are considered.
The map is based on 2D seismic data that do not image
the top of the reservoir very well, so the uncertainty of the
size of the structural closure is fairly large (Table 6).
Although this distribution captures the uncertainty in
rock volume as presented in the map (depth conversion,
contouring, fault mapping), there is also some risk of gross
error in the mapping. For example a critical sealing fault
may be a series of en echelon faults with leaking relay
ramps, or the reservoir horizon may be grossly mis-picked
across a fault. The chance that the Maui prospect model
is not grossly in error is assessed at 90% and included in
the invariant risks.
The multiple model risk array is shown in Table 7 for
volumetrics associated with the P50 reservoir parameters
and the risks are graphed in Figure 3.

P10% GRV risks
The P10% GRV estimate was obtained by extrapolating
the GRV/Depth plot a further 25 m, and although this has
no physical contour on the map, it is a reasonable way to
capture the possible upside of the structure being larger
than mapped. In this prospect the most likely way for this
to occur is the presence of an unrecognised velocity gradient that depresses the spill point to the northwest and
increases the closure. The seal and other risks have been

assessed for the LCC and then extrapolated in Table 3 for
the extra 25 m. In this case, the COS for filling Maui to the
LCC is so low, that the precise handling of this issue has
minimal impact on the final EMV calculation.
Similar tables were prepared for P90% and P10% reservoir parameters.

Evaluation of variable risk array
A simple way to evaluate the array is to regard the
prospect at each level as a separate prospect, and calculate an EMV at each level based on the NPV of the
reserves and the risk at that level. With this approach, a
typical prospect may be EMV negative for small columns
(small value; low risk), EMV positive for medium columns
(medium value; medium risk) but EMV negative for large
columns (high value; very high risk). A positive EMV at
any level would be reason to drill. This approach was proposed by Lowry (in press) and although it is more robust
than some of the other methods he discussed it slightly
underestimates the EMV and a better method is proposed
here—an incremental/cumulative method.
In the incremental/cumulative approach the EMV at
any level can be regarded as the risked value of success
minus the risked cost of failure. In the case of a risk array the value at any level is the sum of the risked NPV
for each layer above. This avoids applying the single risk
value of the bottom layer to the all the layers with lower
risks above.
The evaluation is performed by adding to the risk array
the following additional columns (Table 8):
• reserves in each layer above the depth being considered;
• NPV of each layer if gas filled. To keep the calculation
simple, we assume a discounted unit value of $0.25/MCF
for gas reserves above the minimum economic pool size
(0.6 TCF in this example). Calculations are made for
P10%, P50% and P90% reservoir parameters, but only
the P50% values are displayed here;

Table 5. Risk that structure was not fully developed at time of charge as a
function of column height.
Column height (m)
0 – 231
231 – 331

Depth (m ss)

COS (%)

2,669 – 2,900
2,900 – 3,000

100
100 – 80

Table 6. Structural (mapping) risk expressed as the chance that the closure
volume will exceed a particular mapped contour.
Column height (m)
0
181
356

Depth (m ss)

COS (%)

2,669
2,850
3,025

100
90
10

Figure 3. Variation of risks with depth.
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Table 7. Maui Prospect variable risk array for P50% reservoir parameters.
Depth
(m ss)

Col ht
(m)

GRV
m3109

2,669
2,675
2,700
2,725
2,750
2,775
2,800
2,825
2,850
2,875
2,900
2,925
2,950
2,975
3,000
3,025

0
6
31
56
81
106
131
156
181
206
231
256
281
306
331
356

0
0
0.2
1.3
3.1
6.1
10.9
17.0
24.1
32.1
41.1
51.4
62.8
75.3
90.0
104.0

Reserves (TCF)
P90%
P50%
P10%

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.12
0.30
0.58
1.05
1.63
2.31
3.07
3.94
4.93
6.02
7.22
8.53
9.97

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.15
0.37
0.73
1.31
2.04
2.88
3.83
4.92
6.15
7.51
9.01
10.64
12.44

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.19
0.46
0.90
1.61
2.51
3.55
4.72
6.05
7.56
9.24
11.09
13.09
15.31

• risked NPV of each layer using the NPV for the gas in
the layer and the COS for that layer;
• cumulative risked NPV. The risked NPV of each slice
is added to that above;
• EMV. At each level the EMV is calculated as the risked
value of success (cumulative risked NPV) minus the
risked cost of failure (= dry hole cost x (1 – COS));
• EMV with economic truncation. The calculated negative EMVs for sub-economic pools are misleading as
calculated here and are set to the dry hole cost. See
Rose (2001) for the issue of minimum economic pool
size. Thus the EMV is set to the dry hole cost (–$8 m
in this example) if the reserve value is less than the
nominated reserve volume (0.6 TCF).

Top seal

Upfault
seal

100
100
100
100
100
100
87
75
62
50
46
42
38
34
30
26

100
100
100
100
100
90
84
78
72
66
60
55
50
45
40
35

COS (%)
Timing
Invariant
COS
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
95
90
85
80
70

15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5

ConfiTotal
dence COS (%)
in map
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
90.0
78.6
67.1
55.7
44.3
32.9
21.4
10.0

15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
13.9
11.4
9.1
6.3
4.0
2.9
1.9
1.2
0.7
0.3
0.1

Figure 4 shows the increase of incremental NPV with
depth. Each reservoir layer covers a larger area than the
layer above, and in this simple example, the NPV of the
gas is proportional to reserves and hence to GRV of the
layer. The variation of COS with depth is taken from Figure
3 and the risked NPV is the product of the two. The latter
curve shows that the maximum risked value per layer occurs at a column height of 150 m and the decline in COS
below that depth is more significant to risked value than
the increase in GRV.
The truncated EMV is graphed in Figure 5, together
with curves for P10% and P90% reservoir parameters.

Table 8. Variable risk array extended to calculate EMV at each depth increment.
Depth
(m ss)

2,669
2,675
2,700
2,725
2,750
2,775
2,800
2,825
2,850
2,875
2,900
2,925
2,950
2,975
3,000
3,025

Col ht
(m)

Reserves
TCF P50%

TOTAL
COS
(%)

0
6
31
56
81
106
131
156
181
206
231
256
281
306
331
356

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.15
0.37
0.73
1.31
2.04
2.88
3.83
4.92
6.15
7.51
9.01
10.64
12.44

15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
13.9
11.4
9.1
6.3
4.0
2.9
1.9
1.2
0.7
0.3
0.1
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Incremental
reserves
(TCF in
layer above)

Incremental
NPV ($m)

Risked
incremental
NPV
($m)

Cumulative
risked NPV
($m)

EMV
($m)

EMV with
economic
truncation
($m)

0.00
0.03
0.12
0.22
0.36
0.58
0.73
0.84
0.95
1.08
1.23
1.37
1.50
1.63
1.80

0.010
0.692
3.117
5.450
8.976
14.422
18.312
21.052
23.841
27.061
30.720
34.143
37.465
40.740
44.991

0.002
0.107
0.482
0.843
1.250
1.640
1.658
1.319
0.957
0.776
0.581
0.400
0.248
0.130
0.044

0.002
0.109
0.591
1.434
2.684
4.325
5.982
7.302
8.258
9.034
9.615
10.016
10.263
10.393
10.437

-6.76
-6.65
-6.17
-5.33
-4.20
-2.77
-1.29
-0.20
0.58
1.26
1.77
2.11
2.32
2.42
2.45

-8.00
-8.00
-8.00
-8.00
-8.00
-2.77
-1.29
-0.20
0.58
1.26
1.77
2.11
2.32
2.42
2.45
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Figure 4. Plot of incremental NPV, COS and incremental risked
NPV for P50% reservoir parameters.
The data can be summarised as:
• Low side reservoir parameters (P90%)—EMV $0.3
million
• Most likely reservoir parameters (P50%)—EMV $2.4
million
• High side reservoir parameters (P10%)—EMV $4.8
million
The best estimate of the EMV of the prospect is
$2.4 million.
This estimate of $2.4 million can be compared with the
EMV estimated by the conventional approach which risks
a minimal amount of hydrocarbons (Rose, 2001; Otis and
Schneidermann, 1997; Johns et al, 1998) and values the
mean reserves volume. If Maui were valued this way, (COS
of minimal hydrocarbons 15.5%; mean reserves about 6
TCF), the comparable EMV would be $200 m. This gross
over-estimate arises because the conventional approach
assumes that COS and reserves are independent and that
risking a minimal amount is the same as risking a P50%,
mean, or P10% volume.

PROSPECT RISKING AND DIRECT
HYDROCARBON INDICATORS
Seismic acquisition and processing has greatly improved
since conventional prospect risking was developed. Conventional risking was based on seismic mapping and geological information, but now seismic attributes (particularly
Amplitude vs Offset) can be used to infer the presence
of hydrocarbons in a reservoir. This additional DHI data
needs to be combined with geological data when assessing
prospect risk. Origin Energy finds it convenient to evaluate
19 risk elements grouped in five categories when risking a

Figure 5. Plot of truncated EMV with depth. The best estimate
of the EMV of the prospect is given by the maximum value of the
P50% curve.
prospect. Risk elements highlighted in bold type could be
given a much higher COS if reliable DHI data were present
for the reservoir:
• Structural risk
— Control
— Velocities
— Interpretation quality
— Data quality
• Reservoir
— Sequence developed
— Facies developed
— Quality as modelled
— No waste zone
• Charge
— Timing
— Conduits
— Drainage
— Preservation
• Source
— Type and richness
— Volume
— Maturity
• Seal
— Top seal
— Lateral seal
— Bottom seal
— No fault re-activation
Given a DHI, however, the COS of these risk elements
cannot be set to 100% because the DHIs are not infallible.
The problem is to combine the uncertain (geological) data
with additional uncertain (seismic attribute) data. This
can be achieved with Bayes’ Theorem.
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Bayes’ Theorem
Bayes’ Theorem is an algorithm for updating an initial
(prior) assessment of probability on the basis of an independent test which is itself imperfect, yielding a proportion
of false positive and false negative results. The revised
(posterior) risk is given by:
P(posterior) = P(A) x (1 – Pfneg)/(P(A) x (1 – Pfneg) +
(1 – P(A)) x Pfpos)
Where:
P(posterior): revised probability given a positive test
P(A): initial (prior) estimate of probability
Pfneg: probability of false negative
Pfpos: probability of false positive
Bayes’ theorem is widely used in medical testing and
the best way to introduce the working of the theorem
is to consider a specific medical example. For example,
the prior risk of a caucasian male between the ages of
60 and 70 having prostate cancer is 3.363%. There is a
PSA medical test for prostate cancer which is notoriously
unreliable—typically there are 12% false positives (12%
of those without cancer will test positive) and 27% false
negatives (27% of those with cancer will test negative). If
this male tests positive, Bayes’ Theorem calculates that his
updated risk of having cancer is now 17.5%. This example
can be more easily visualised as a table:
Consider a population of 10,000. The risk of cancer is
3.363% so 336 will have cancer and 9,664 will be healthy
(Table 9; bottom line of matrix). Consider applying the PSA
test to the 336 with cancer, 27% (91) will test negative, and
the balance (245) will test positive. Of the 9,664 healthy
people, 12% (1,160) will test positive, and the balance
(8,504) will test negative. The numbers can be added horizontally to give a total of 1,405 testing positive and 8,595
testing negative. With a positive PSA test, the causcasian
male is now one of a population of 1,405 where 245 have
cancer i.e. he has a 17.5% chance of having cancer .
Note that a common usage for the term ‘probability of
false positive’ is adopted here, meaning the percentage of
positive tests among healthy people. Several workers more
correctly use it to mean the percentage of false positive
tests among all those testing positive. Similarly ‘probability
of false negative’ is used in the corresponding common,
rather than strict, sense.
Applying this to prospect risking, the geologically assessed COS is the prior probability and the test is to check it
for the presence of a DHI. If present, the task is to estimate
the chance of a false positive. This can be framed as the
question, ‘Given this seismic and petrophysical data set,
and given that the prospect is dry, what is the chance of

With cancer

Healthy

Total

245
91
336

1,160
8,504
9,664

1,405
8,595
10,000
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Notes on the implementation
of Bayes’ Theorem in exploration
It could be argued that the matrix is mathematically
inappropriate because in the medical case, prior risk
used in the bottom line of the matrix is an accurately
known population statistic based on a large sample,
whereas the prospect’s prior 30% COS is an uncertain
estimate. Nevertheless we use Bayes’ Theorem and await
the outcome of a long running dispute between purists
and pragmatists.
For a highly improbable event, a Bayesian update may
not improve the COS much. Consider a stratigraphic trap
whose main merit is a DHI. On geological grounds it may
have only a 2% COS. If the DHI has a similar character to
that above, the matrix (Table 11) indicates the updated
COS is 160/3100 or 5%.
Bayes’ Theorem is mathematically valid only if the two
classes of data (geological and DHI) are independent.
Recently, a prospect was examined with an excellent
amplitude anomaly that implied a gas column involving
sand/sand cross fault seal in part of the closure, and seal
by stratigraphic truncation in another part. It was difficult
to make a purely geological risk assessment without being
influenced by the DHI. The following question was helpful—if no DHI had been visible and a company tried to
farm the prospect out to us, what sort of seal risk would we
put on this highly improbable closure? The risk of double
dipping on the data can also occur where the lowest closTable 10. Hypothetical exploration example of Bayes’ Theorem.

Table 9. Medical example of Bayes’ Theorem.

Test positive
Test negative
Total

seeing a DHI like this one?’. The chance of a false negative also needs to be assessed. This can be framed as the
question, ‘Given this seismic and petrophysical data set,
and given hydrocarbons are present, what is the chance
of not seeing a DHI like this one?’
The application of Bayes’ Theorem to prospect risk
assessment can be illustrated in a similar manner to the
medical case. Consider drilling 10,000 prospects like the
prospect under consideration. From geological data the
COS of charge is estimated at 30%; the chance that the DHI
is due to something other than hydrocarbons is estimated
at 30% (false positive); and there is a 20% chance that
hydrocarbons could be present without giving a visible
DHI (false negative). A matrix can be constructed in the
same way as in the medical example (Table 10).
The posterior (revised or updated) COS for charge is
now 2400/4500 or 53%.
In Origin’s risking spreadsheet we assess the geological risks for each risk element, evaluate the DHI for false
positives and false negatives, and then update each of the
appropriate risk elements as highlighted previously.

DHI
No DHI
Total

Hydrocarbon

Water

Total

2,400
600
3,000

2,100
4,900
7,000

4,500
5,500
10,000
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ing contour of the prospect coincides with the edge of
the DHI. There is a tendency to raise the prior COS of the
structure on the basis of the coincidence, and then raise
the confidence in the DHI for the same reason.
Some prospects have complex risks and need complex
risk models. In the first section of this paper we introduced the variable risk array, and Bayesian updates could
be applied to some of the risk elements, level by level.
For example if there was a good AVO anomaly over the
structure down to a depth of 2,800 m, the geological assessment of top seal risk could be updated down to that
depth, but left unchanged (or perhaps reduced) between
that depth and the LCC.
As the DHI becomes less certain (increasing false positives and false negatives) the effect of the Bayesian update
becomes smaller. In the limit, a Bayesian update with a
DHI having 50% false positives and 50% false negatives
will have no effect on the prior geological COS. Bayesian
updating has the biggest effect where a prospect has a
confident DHI and the main geological risk is subject to
updating (e.g. cross fault seal, or migration). See the example below (Table 12) of a prospect recently evaluated
by Origin.
Bayes’ Theorem appeared in 1764 (Rev. T. Bayes; Essay
towards solving a problem in the doctrine of chances). Its
use in the petroleum industry is described for example by
Newendorp (1975), and more recently geophysicists have
used it as an aid to stochastic modelling of AVO response
(e.g. Houk, 1998; Anderson et al, 2003). Geophysicists
can use Bayes’ Theorem to solve the problem that the
AVO response of a prospect is unlikely to discriminate
uniquely between oil, water and gas, and a probabilistic
approach is needed. In a simple implementation, a prior
geological assessment is made of the likelihood of fluid in
the reservoir being say gas, oil or water. Density and sonic
(shear and compressional) logs from an offsetting well
are blocked to intervals of about seismic resolution and
values are varied through a range of reasonable values in
a Monte Carlo program and an AVO response calculated
for each iteration. This fills a gradient/intercept cross plot
with a cloud of points and its density is contoured. Fluid
substitution is used to generate contoured fields for the
other fluids. The prospect’s seismic AVO response is added
and is likely to fall in overlapping fields. The prospect
might for example lie in a place on the intercept gradient
cross plot that has a high probability of gas, a moderate
probability of oil and a low probability of water. These
probabilities can be used to update the prior geological
assessment, and give a better estimate than either source
of data on their own.
The application of Bayes’ Theorem to general prospect
risking is relatively straight forward, and a document
Table 11. Hypothetical high risk exploration example.

DHI
No DHI
Total

Hydrocarbon

Water

Total

160
40
200

2,940
6,860
9,800

3,100
6,900
10,000

Table 12. Example of Bayesian update applied to prospect risk.
Risking a prospect with a good DHI
False positive 10%; False negative 10%

Structural risk
Control
Velocities
Interpretation quality
Data quality
Reservoir
Sequence developed
Facies developed
Quality as modeled
No waste zone
Charge
Timing
Conduits
Drainage
Preservation
Source
Type and richness
Volume
Maturity
Seal
Top seal
Lateral seal
Bottom seal
No fault reactivation
Total

Geological
(prior) risk
(COS %)

After
Bayesian
update
(COS %)

95
100
100
100

95
100
100
100

100
90
95
95

100
90
95
95

100
95
95
80

100
99
99
80

100
90
100

100
99
100

100
23
100
95
10.7 %

100
72
100
95
41.4%

describing this may be found on a website (www.davidswinehart.com/bayes). Origin implemented it in early 2003
by applying Bayesian updates to selected risk elements.
At a recent ASEG workshop (Risk assessment in prospect
evaluation from a geophysical perspective, July 2004, Perth)
it became obvious that some other exploration companies
in Australia are also using Bayesian updating of prospect
risk elements, but as far as the authors know, this use has
not previously been formally published.
Explorationists welcome the Bayesian update because
it improves the prospect’s COS and helps get it drilled.
Nevertheless there is a downside—Bayes’ Theorem should
be used in the reverse direction to lower the COS of a
prospect that has no DHI when one might be expected.
Origin has a risking spread sheet hard-wired with Bayesian updates, but such a spread sheet needs to be flexible
enough to be modified for specific cases. For example
an Otway Basin prospect was examined recently (Table
12) that had a significant risk of hydrocarbon displacement by carbon dioxide which presumably would give a
DHI response. This displacement risk was incorporated
in the preservation risk element which would normally
have received a Baysian update, but on this occasion was
disconnected from the updating.
There may be a case for using seismic attributes to
apply a Bayesian update to the reservoir risk but this is
not hardwired into Origin’s risking spreadsheet because
the geological risk assessment of reservoir quality and
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thickness may have been based on seismic character and
there is a potential for double dipping. Perhaps there is
a case for using amplitude effects in geological reservoir
risking and AVO effects for a Bayesian update of fluid
composition.
A well known issue is that convincing DHIs can be generated by low gas saturations left after a gas prospect has
been breached by leakage up a fault. Thus the Bayesian
update cannot be applied to assessing seal breach risk due
to fault re-activation. The risk assessment has to be based
on traditional geological methods such as modelling the
timing of charge and comparing that with the age of the
youngest horizon cuts on seismic sections.
Applying Bayesian updates to prospect risk elements
requires the assessment of the likelihood of false positive and false negatives for the DHI. There are several
geophysical publications that give advice on how to rate
the quality of a DHI. A website (http://www.edge.ou.edu/
dhi/DHIRiskAssessment.htm) gives a risk assessment work
sheet by J. Castagna in which 18 items to be evaluated are
grouped under the headings:
• amplitude strength uniqueness;
• phase character uniqueness;
• structural fit of down dip limit; and
• saturation confidence.
Origin initially tried a semi-quantitative approach with
a questionnaire in which points were scored for 17 false
positive items and 11 false negative items, but this was
abandoned because it was too rigid. Origin now uses a
team discussion approach to reach a consensus on the two
numbers, with the items of the questionnaire available as
a check list of topics for discussion. A questionnaire that
generates a semi-quantitative estimate of false positives
and negatives may be feasible for a specific basin or play
with a big data base, but is not appropriate for a diverse
exploration portfolio such as Origin’s, with exploration
spread across several basins and plays.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND
LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE

dependency between elements. The method replaces the
need for using Bayes’ Theorem and according to Davis and
Hall (2003), ‘The compromise here is between complexity
and precision, whereas in the Bayesian belief networks
the compromise is between complexity and (sometimes
inappropriate) assumptions of conditional independence.’
The method appears to be hugely labour intensive and
it seems unlikely that it can be incorporated easily into
routine exploration.
A much simpler approach is the funnel technique as
presented by Rose (2001) who described it as widely used
and of unknown origin. For example the concept can also
be found as part of Figure 4 in Otis and Schneiderman
(1997). Figure 6 is re-drawn from (Rose 2001) with COS or
risk plotted horizontally on a linear scale and confidence
level based on data quantity and quality plotted vertically.
Instead of confidence level, the phrase level of knowledge
(LOK) is preferred.The diagram is of an advisory nature and
indicates that COS values close to 0 or 100% can only be
used with a high LOK. With very low LOK, extreme values
of COS are deemed unacceptable and the explorationist
is funnelled down to values of about 50%.
A major problem with this diagram is that in the extreme
case of ‘know nothing’ (LOK 0) the COS is not necessarily 50% and use of analogs from regional or global data
bases is the only way forward (Waples and Timbel, 1997).
In petroleum exploration at LOK of zero the odds for some
risk categories are far worse than 50%. For example structural risk for drilling in Australia at LOK 0 is equivalent
to encountering a closure by random drilling. This can
be calculated in retrospect in a maturely explored basin
that has a good kitchen to charge all the structures. In the
Gippsland Basin’s Central Graben, for example, field areas
total 460 km2 in an area of about 2,400 km2 (Figure 7).
Thus random drilling would have a structural COS of
around 8%. This is a relatively high value because the
dominant structural style is one of inversion anticlines.
In other basins where closures are found on the edges of
tilted fault blocks, the value is smaller. For example on
the east flank of the Vulcan Sub-basin (200 km long; 20

Alternative approaches
The exploration industry is not very consistent in distinguishing risk from uncertainty. Generally risk is used
as the chance of failure or loss and uncertainty is used
for estimates of parameters (e.g. reservoir parameters) for
which probability distributions are appropriate. It is much
more difficult to deal with the issue of the uncertainty of
a risk assessment. Clearly a risk assessment made on a
wealth of data is more reliable than one based on minimal
data, but the literature is not very helpful on how to deal
with this uncertainty in risk assessment.
An elaborate approach has been developed using interval probability theory and software (Juniper) is available for constructing models. Risk elements are broken
down in great detail and evidence for each is evaluated
in terms of; for, uncertain, and against. Also estimated are
the dependability of the information and the strength of
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Figure 6. The COS/LOK funnel re-drawn from Rose (2001).
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km wide), the developed fields total 21 km2, but even this
value is raised to 200 km2 to allow for undeveloped and
breached fields, random drilling in the area would have a
chance of around 5% of encountering a closure.
The chance of encountering an area with charged structures is also far less than 50%. Significant oil and gas fields
of Australia are grouped in 10 areas totalling about 0.6
million km2 (Figure 8a). These discoveries, however, were
made after drilling some 5.8 million km2 (Figure 8b), so
with random drilling in an Australian basin the chance of
drilling in a charged area is about 10%.
These values are very crudely calculated, but they are
accurate enough to show that at LOK 0 the COS for structure
and charge are very low and certainly not 50%. For these
risk elements it would be more appropriate for the funnel

Figure 7. Field areas cover about 8% of the Central Graben,
Gippsland Basin. Chance of encountering a closure by random
drilling is 8%. Field outlines from Encom.

a)

to be re-drawn as a skewed funnel (Figure 9). However the
COS at LOK 0 for encountering a reservoir/seal couplet
in Australian basins is significantly better and each risk
category needs to be considered independently.
The funnel was turned into a deterministic table by
Nakanishi and Lang (2001) who introduced a parameter
‘Expression of the existence of the geological factor’ which
took five values (very bad, bad, even, good and very good)
along the horizontal axis (Table 13). Quantity and quality
of data (LOK) were differentiated into five levels. COS was
determined by the value posted at the intersection of the
appropriate row and column. The table is re-drawn here as
a nomogram (Figure 10) with COS as the horizontal axis
so that it can be compared with the traditional funnel.
As noted previously, with very poor data the COS should
be much lower than the hard-wired 50%. Nakanishi and
Lang (2001) used the table to rank stratigraphic traps in
the Cooper Basin, and in a limited ranking role it may
have some merit.
This approach was taken further by Mildren et al (2004)
who proposed an ‘uncertainty-probability matrix’ which
uses ‘risk associated with critical parameter’ (range 0 to
1.0) as a horizontal axis. The vertical axis is LOK with the
same five categories as Nakanishi and Lang (2001) and
specific COS values are placed in the boxes. The matrix is
redrawn here as a nomogram with COS as the horizontal
axis (Fig. 11).
The ‘risk associated with the critical parameter’ is apparently an initial risk assessment based on the available
data. If data are plentiful (the top LOK category), then this
risk becomes the COS. With lower LOK the initial value
is funnelled towards a COS of 50%. With minimal LOK
(very poor) the only COS value is 50%. As noted before,
however, the COS value at LOK 0 should be able to take

b)

Figure 8—a. Map of Australian fields indicating ten areas (total 0.6 million km2) where source rocks have charged structures. b. Sedimentary
basins of Australia (as indicated by well locations) cover 5.8 million km2.
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Figure 9. Figure 6 reinterpreted to reflect low COS values at
low LOK.
Table 13. Matrix for calculating COS (fraction) as proposed by Nakanishi
and Lang (2001).

Data quality and
quantity

Expression of the existence of the
geological factors

Plentiful
Enough
Moderate
Poor
V. Poor

Very
bad

Bad

0.000
0.125
0.250
0.375

0.250
0.313
0.375
0.438

Even

0.500
0.500
0.500

Good

Very
good

0.750
0.688
0.625
0.563

1.000
0.875
0.750
0.625

Figure 10. Matrix in Table 13 redrawn with COS on horizontal
axis.
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very low values for some risk elements. The danger in using a table such as this is that a risk element assessed as
having a low COS will be raised towards 50% on the basis
of inadequate data. To implement this method effectively
each risk element should have its own LOK value based
on local basin, Australian or global data. Additionally, to
maintain straight lines on the nomogram requires very
careful definition of LOK values. For example the presence
of thick marine shale in a basin is easily established early
in exploration, and high COS values for top seal capacity
and geometry can be given on the basis of relatively little
knowledge.
Origin Energy set up a prospect risking spread sheet
about eight years ago and implemented the funnel technique as an advisory function. It has been found to be too
inflexible and the guidance given by the funnel is often
debated and found to be inappropriate. The principle
(Waples and Timbel, 1997) that COS should be low at low
LOK and that it can only be raised on the basis of increasing knowledge is valid and it might be worth re-visiting
the funnel if it was skewed to an appropriate COS value
at LOK 0, and if the LOK scoring was improved.
Making a numerical assessment of LOK and using it to
manipulate a COS value is difficult in theory and practice,
and it is doubtful that it can be implemented in any useful
way for general exploration in Australia.
Major companies—Shell for example (Sluijk and Nederlof, 1984)—can develop risking systems that draw on the
statistics of a detailed global data base but for companies
the size of Origin estimating COS has to be simply a best
estimate, based on experience, reviews, education and
group discussion.

Figure 11. ‘Uncertainty-probability matrix’ of Mildren et al (2004)
re-drawn here with COS as horizontal axis. For example if ‘risk
associated with critical parameter’ is assessed at 0.3 and LOK at
moderate then the intersection of the diagonal and horizontal line
indicates a COS of 40% is appropriate.
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Sensitivity
When evaluating the decision on whether to drill a
prospect or not, managers commonly like to see a tornado
chart that displays the sensitivity of the EMV calculation to high side and low side cases for the various input
parameters such as oil price, discount rate, and dry hole
cost. It is useful to be able to consider the sensitivity of
the EMV to uncertainty in COS as well as in the other
parameters. Even the arithmetic for putting high and low
side bounds on COS is uncertain. It is clear that a simple
multiplication or addition/subtraction cannot be applied.
For example applying ±20% to a COS of 50% might be
reasonable; however it would be clearly inappropriate for
a COS of 10% or 90%.
To be effective the upper and lower limits of all the
elements of the Tornado Chart should have the same probability of occurrence. That is, the chart should reflect a
specific range such as P10% – P90%. The following section
focusses on evaluating a range of ± one standard deviation
(equivalent to P16% – P84%) and proposes a methodology based on examining the amount of variation in COS
assessed for the same prospect by different, informed
explorationists.
A prospect with four objectives in a relatively well
drilled basin was risked independently by four exploration scientists. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of
the COS estimates were calculated for each risk category
of each objective. The SD on its own was not very useful
because with COS close to 100% there was a strong consensus and the SD was low. At low levels of COS there was
not as much consensus but the SD was low because of the
small magnitude of the COS values. It was found that the
ratio SD/mean COS was a useful parameter for measuring
variability in risk assessments. If plotted against mean
COS, the values can be approximated by a straight line
anchored at (0, 100%) and having a gradient related to
the variability of the risk assessments (Fig. 12).
In this case the value 0.25 where the line intersects the
X axis could be used to characterise variability in risk
categories and 0.15 for the variability in total prospect
risk assessment. The equation for the line can be used to
modify prospect COS to obtain a high and low side cases
(Fig. 13).
The application of the method can be illustrated by
applying it to the Maui example (Fig. 14).
This approach of using the ratio of SD/Mean COS was
derived more by pragmatism than mathematical rigour.
It is under development and is offered here as a possible
way forward.

DISCUSSION
Exploration technology has become more complex in
the last two decades and companies must decide how
much to apply to a prospect before drilling (2D basin
modelling? pre-stack depth migration? section balancing? seismic attribute analysis? stochastic forward modelling of AVO effects? fault plane seal analysis?). For

Figure 12. Variability in risk assessment of a prospect with four
objectives. There is less variability in total prospect risk than in
assessing the various risk categories (charge, seal etc).

Figure 13. High and low side cases for COS sensitivity plotted
with SD/Mean COS ratio intercept of 0.2.
a simple prospect in a known fairway, applying many
of the available technologies will not be cost effective.
Similarly, the simple methodologies of Rose (2001) and
others may be adequate for simple prospects in a known
fairway. However, if the prospect is complex, or involves
a large investment, the suggestions offered here may be
appropriate.
Prospect risk assessment has three main dimensions:
• having the right technology;
• having the right staff with the right training; and
• having the right corporate culture and procedures to
ensure that the technology is applied carefully and
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paper; and Steve Pickard for improving our figures. Doug
Waples started us thinking about risking and LOK when
visiting us at Sagasco Resources in the mid 1990s. We
thank the APPEA referees for helpful comments. We are
particularly grateful to John Schuyler (of OGCI-Petroskills,
Colorado) for persistently flagging errors in our presentation of Bayes’ Theorem in early drafts, and acknowledge
the help of Matthew Lowry in repairing some of them.
We also thank ENCOM technology for the use of its wells
and fields data.
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consistently, without bias due to corporate politics
and individual ambition.
This paper has only addressed how to improve the first
dimension. The other two dimensions are probably more
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and are not discussed here.
The use of Bayes’ Theorem ideally involves a depth of
understanding of statistics that is not commonly found
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benefit from finding ways of accessing the skills of a
statistician on this and other risking issues.

CONCLUSIONS
Risking of exploration prospects can be improved by:
• recognising that some risks (particularly seal risks) and
reserves are not independent. Conventional published
risking methods assume that reserve size and risk are
independent. This may not be so in the case of seal risk,
and a simplistic application of conventional methods
can be very misleading. A solution is to compute risks
and volumes for a spectrum of degrees of fill and the
EMV can be computed by summing the risked NPV at
each level;
• using Bayes’ Theorem to provide a quantitative way
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